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'Shadow of Eden is an irresistible thriller that exposes the
frightening power of the drug industry against a tense race to save
lives. Read it before you take your next prescription!' DIRK
CUSSLER, author of the DIRK PITT SERIES

 

A call for a physician on board a 747 awakens Dr. Steve James. He is ushered into the cockpit where he finds
an unconscious copilot and a delusional captain. Moments later, he is the only conscious person in the
cockpit as it plunges headlong toward Washington DC...

Secretary of State Linda Strahorn and President Robert Dixon watch in horror as China’s army ruthlessly
kills 30,000 peaceful worshippers in Hong Kong, broadcast by a sole, but ill fated TV camera crew.

Dr. James is confronted by the puzzling and relentlessly progressive brain illness of the 747 Captain and a
young woman, an illness that may be the forerunner to thousands more getting the invariably fatal illness.

The Secretary of State and the White House Staff become alarmed as President Dixon becomes increasingly
erratic in his management of the escalating military confrontation with China.

With his deep medical experience and his highly placed political and military informants, Kirby delivers a
smart, devastatingly intense, and jaw-droppingly realistic medical and political thriller that will keep you on
the edge of your seat until the last riveting page.

More Praise for Shadow of Eden:

"Smart and exciting like a thriller should be. Gripping from page one, Shadow of Eden is that perfect blend
of Michael Crichton science and David Baldacci politics that keeps you up late at night compulsively turning
to that next page."
—William Gartner author of BIOTOXIN. &bbsp;

Fiction categories:
> Medical Thriller
> Medical Fiction



> Medical Mystery
> Political Thriller
> Political Mystery
> Private Investigator Thriller
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From reader reviews:

Benjamin Martinez:

This book untitled Shadow of Eden to be one of several books which best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you more readily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason
for you to past this reserve from your list.

Carolyn Wilson:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic
inside the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something
different to fill your free time/ holiday? May be reading a book is usually option to fill your free time/
holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to try out look
for book, may be the reserve untitled Shadow of Eden can be excellent book to read. May be it may be best
activity to you.

Frank Foushee:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information
quicker to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book,
and soon. You can observe that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the book
that recommended to you is Shadow of Eden this publication consist a lot of the information of the condition
of this world now. That book was represented how does the world has grown up. The dialect styles that
writer use for explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some investigation when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book suitable all of you.

Gerard Norman:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you might have it in
e-book method, more simple and reachable. This particular Shadow of Eden can give you a lot of good
friends because by you investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make a person more
like an interesting person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer
you information that perhaps your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than some other make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? We should have Shadow of Eden.
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